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Maps and Data are Expensive, Wrong, Not Everywhere
HOW ARE YOU DELIVERING ON CHANGE?

Whether you were already serving your country, or are responding to the President’s call, share how you are delivering on change in your community.

whether it is an hour per month helping those struggling in the current economy, tutoring kids in your neighborhood every day, or anything else, we want to highlight what americans are doing to strengthen our country.

LOOKING FOR A WAY TO SERVE THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU?

Serve.gov is a new portal for you and all americans to find your own ways to serve in your own communities. Just choose whatever interests you – and type in your zip code to see what opportunities our partner organizations have in your area. americans are putting their own country back on the right track, be a part of it.

Osm in Govt & Corps Development & UN
JumpStart Mapping Palestine

...building peace through prosperity
we are missing
Neutral Geographic Context
http://www.flickr.com/photos/discoste/3069220022/
Testing Our Mapping Assumptions
From Hebron to Ramallah to Jenin
Gaza January 2009
no decent maps anywhere
Call out for help

Seeking help OpenStreetMap Gaza: http://brainoff.com/weblog/...
Tidal wave of crowdsourcing
Collect existing data sources and free data
UN, Commercial, NGO, EU, Wikipedia, USA, News
Fundraiser for Imagery
5k GBP in days
2m, mid-January
from Digital Globe
JumpStart enters Gaza in March
Gaza City today
Applications and Use
InsideGaza.com
Nationalized Routing
Gaza Tourist Map
Cake!
H.O.T
Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team

Map Kibera
http://www.wherecampafrica.org/
Camp Roberts to Afghan Elections

- "Common Operating Picture"
- Collaborative Map Platform
- Online/Offline
- Bandwidth Sensitive
- Sync-able
- Open Source – Field Hackable

- Remote Sensing
- Rapid Deploy
- Pre-Event Data Store
- P2P
- GeoRSS/KML
- SMS/Twitter
- Ham Radio
- Paper Maps
http://palestine.maps.jsintl.org/
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/index.php/Humanitarian_OSM_Team
mikel@osmfoundation.org

Complete Roads and POI in West Bank and Gaza